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The study is an analysis and a comparison of traditional

furniture styles in China and Korea in terms of size, style of leg, and
metal mounts. The study was limited to the household wardrobes,

cabinets, and chests of both countries from the fifteenth to the early
twentieth century. A total of 141 examples (65 examples of Chinese

furniture, 76 of Korean) included illustrations from publications and
actual pieces from the Portland Art Museum and six antique shops in
Oregon and California.

A work sheet was developed to record observations of the
sample.

For statistical analysis the binomial probabilities table,

contingency table analysis, and t-test were used; level of significance
was established at 0. 05.

All Chinese wardrobes and 82.2 percent of the cabinets had

straight legs. Chinese chests had either legs of horse's hoof style or
no legs. The most frequent motif of Chinese hinges and lock shields

was the square, and the most frequent motif of the pulls was the leaf.

Chinese circle lock shields tended to appear with circle hinges, and
square lock shields with square hinges.
More than half of Korean wardrobes had horse's hoof legs. Of

Korean cabinets, 66. 7 percent had straight legs and 64. 7 percent of
chests did not have legs. The square motif appeared most often on
Korean hinges and lock shields. The most frequent motif of Korean

pulls was the circle. Whereas Korean circle lock shields tended to
appear with circle hinges, Korean square lock shields did not tend to
have square hinges.

The overall features of Chinese furniture in this study were
quite different from Korean. Even though both Chinese and Korean

furniture were simple and straight in structure, Chinese furniture was
simpler. Usually a piece of Korean wardrobe or cabinet consisted of

several stories, and the front was symmetrically divided into many
rectangular panels and drawers. Chinese wardrobes were significantly larger than Korean in height, width, and depth; the width and

depth of Chinese cabinets were significantly larger than those of
Korean. Chinese chests, however, were significantly smaller than

Korean in height and width. For both Chinese and Korean furniture,

wood grains served as an important-decorative element; but the wood

grains on Korean furniture were more distinct and arranged more
variedly. Usually, on a piece of Korean furniture the designs of wood

grains were symmetrically arranged; vertical and horizontal grains

were combined. Metal mounts were used as decorative as well as

functional elements for the furniture of both countries, but Korean
furniture had more kinds and amounts of metal mounts than Chinese.

Even though each country had its preferred motifs and its own motifs
on metal mounts, the majority of both Chinese and Korean metal
mounts were of geometric motifs.
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9.

TRADITIONAL FURNITURE STYLE
IN CHINA AND KOREA
I.

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Today Westerners are becoming more interested in Oriental
furniture. In particular, Chinese and Korean furniture is characterized by simplicity, which fits well with modern Western furniture.
Interior Design (December 1971:84-5) and Antiques (March 1972:516-

23) predict the use of Chinese furniture in the future and illustrate
rooms combining Chinese and Western furniture. Also some furniture

stores, such as Baker Far East Furniture Company in Los Angeles,
California and Blossom Top Farm in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, offer
reproductions of Chinese and Korean furniture. But despite the

increasing interest in Chinese and Korean furniture, neither Westerners nor the natives themselves have studied and published much
about it. Moreover, as far as this investigator knows, nobody has

tried to compare Chinese and Korean furniture. This lack of knowledge means many people probably do not differentiate between Chinese

and Korean furniture. This study is an analysis of traditional furni-

ture style in China and Korea, and a comparison of the furniture of
the two countries.
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Importance
1.

An analysis of Chinese furniture will add information on the

subject. This study is an analysis of the size, style of leg, and metal

mounts, which, as far as this investigator knows, have not been
studied before.
2.

An analysis of Korean furniture will add information on the

subject, which is just now beginning to be explored by the Korean

people as well as Westerners. This study is relevant at the present
time, when Koreans seek for a new concept on the tradition. This

study will help Korean people as well as other nationalities more

clearly to understand Korean traditional furniture.
3.

A comparative study on Chinese and Korean furniture will

present more precise information on the similarities and differences
between the two
4.

As a native Korean in the United States, this investigator can

combine the mater ials available in the U. S. A. and Korea to make a
more valuable study.
Objectives
1.

To analyze traditional Chinese furniture in terms of size,

style of leg, and metal mounts.

3

To analyze traditional Korean furniture in terms of size,

2.

style of leg, and metal mounts.

3. To compare Chinese and Korean furniture in terms of size,
style of leg, and metal mounts.
Limitations

This study is limited to the furniture of both countries only

1.

from the 15th to the early 20th century, the Ming (1368-1644) and
Ch'ing (1644-1911) dynasties in China and the Yi (1392-1910) dynasty

This limitation of date occurs because the existing pieces

in Korea.

and records are almost totally from that period for both countries.
This study is limited to the traditional household furniture

2.

of both countries. The palace pieces, office pieces, and lacquer

pieces inlaid with mother -of-pearl are not included. Consequently,
this study covers mostly hardwood pieces.
3.

Only wardrobes, cabinets, and chests were used for

analysis, because both countries had these kinds of furniture in common and these kinds were the most common furniture in both
countries.
4.

For analysis of motifs of metal mounts, only the front view

of the furniture was used because almost all the illustrations present
only the front views, and from this investigator's observation, there
were not many metal mounts on the other views of the furniture except
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occasional side handles or extensions of the front metal mounts.
5.

This study does not include the arrangement of metal mounts,

because the original metal mounts might have been missing. The

remaining parts give false patterns of arrangement.
Definitions of Terms

Kinds of Furniture
The authors of publications about Chinese and Korean furniture

do not use the following words consistently: cupboard, wardrobe,
clothes cupboard, cabinet, and chest. For the purpose of this

investigation such furniture was classified into three categories
according to the function and atructure of the piece:
1.

Wardrobe--A large wooden container to keep clothing in.

It is equipped with doors in front. In China the wardrobes almost

always come in pairs, and a complete set consists of four pieces:
two large cupboards and two smaller cupboards for storing headwear
on top of the main cupboards (Kates 1948:30). Since Chinese folded

clothing into flat, rectangular piles, there are no present-day coat
hangers inside wardrobes (Kates 1948:31). The Korean wardrobes in

this study are of two types: "ottjang" and "nong". A "ottjang" can

consist of from one story to five stories, but one, two, and three
storied ones are common (Pai 1975:46). The stories on "ottjang" can
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not be separated, and connected into a single body. Korean "nong"

looks like the "ottjang", but it consists of two or three separate
stories (Choi 1967:82) and has two side handles on each story. Thus,
each story on "nong" can be lifted.

Both "ottjang" and "nong"

have two doors on each story, and inside of the doors is an empty
space to keep folded clothing.
2.

Cabinet--A wooden container usually to keep objects for

scholar's collections, such as books, manuscripts, scroll paintings,
snuff bottles, inkstands, signature seals, or porcelains.

Chinese

cabinets have two doors at the front. In Korea there are several types

of cabinets ranging from one to five stories, but common types have a
simplified structure of Korean "ottjang" usually without small rec
tangular panels in front.
3.

Chest--A wooden container to keep more important private

things, clothes, or furs. According to Kates' description (1948:54),
"The design of these chests is familiar: hinged at the back, they
invariably have a pair of handles at the sides and also a typical lock
shield and hasp,

.

.

.

at the front. 'I Hence, the chests are opened at

the top, but some Chinese signature seal chests have two doors in the

front, too. A common Korean chest, however, has one door in the
front on hinges (Korea, Its Land, People and Culture of All Ages
1960:610).

In this study small boxes under 30 cm in width, depth, and

height are not considered as chests, even though the structure and
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function of the boxes are the same as a chest.
Styles of Legs
1.

Straight--A square or rounded leg without any curve on the

2.

Horse's hoof-- The body of the leg is either straight or curved,

body.

but the end of the leg always takes the shape of a bent horse's hoof.
Chinese people call the horse's hoof ma-ti (Philadelphia Museum
Bulletin 1963:54).

3.

Cabriole--"The leg curves outward toward the knee and then

in and downward to the ankle, making an S shape" (Peg ler, p. 80).
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4.

Stretcher--A narrow and long stick. Stretchers are attached

either under the legs or the bottom of Korean furniture. In this study

the stretchers attached to the bottom of furniture are considered as
legs, and categorized under "Other" leg style.
Kinds of Metal Mounts
1.

Hinge--A metal mount to attach doors to the body of

furniture.
Z.

Lock shield--A flat metal mount on which a lock and lock

receptacles are located. Lock shields protect the surface of furniture
from being touched by locks.
3.

Pull--A metal mount to pull doors or drawers.

4.

Corner mount- -A metal mount attached on the corners of

furniture to protect the corners from damage.
5.

Joint mount--A metal mount attached on structurally-

jointed parts, such as between post and post, post and panel, and
panel and panel.
6.

Middle mount--A metal mount usually attached on the middle

of furniture to give accent to the furniture or to hide nail marks on
the furniture.
7.

furniture.

Side handle--A large pull on the side of furniture to lift the
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Motifs of Metal Mounts
1.

Geometric- -Geometric motifs include the circle, square,

and C -curve motifs.

0

circle

OACAO Atio

[fA
square

C -curve
2.

Conventional--Allen (1972:52) defines a conventional motif

as "the motif .

.

.

taken from nature but .

.

.

adapted to suit the

shape or purpose of the object to be decorated. " Conventional motifs

in this study include the cloud, vase, butterfly, bat, swallowtail, pair
of fishes, leaf, and flower motifs.

0 00
pair of fishes

leaf
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cloud- -the motif which has Chinese or Korean "cloud head"

vase

butterfly

swallowtail--the motif with
the hollow middle
bat

flower

000
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II.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

To study the traditional furniture style in China and Korea, it is

necessary to review the literature of the following areas as background: (1) the cultural relationship between China and Korea,

(2) interiors of the homes in China and Korea, (3) general character-

istics of the furniture in China and Korea, and (4) the material for
furniture.
The Cultural Relationship Between China and Korea

Chinese culture has influenced the neighboring countries a great
deal.

Because of geographical closeness, Korea, especially, was in

contact with China from ancient times. Nak Rang (

), one of

four Chinese colonies which were established in Korea in 108 B. C. ,

stimulated the three kingdoms of Korea to develop the art of Three
Kingdoms Period in Korea (Pai 1975:358). The Chinese also introduced Buddhism into Korea in 372 A. D.

Buddhism influenced

almost all the arts of Korea for a thousand years (Lee 1963:2, 9).
After Silla united the three kingdoms in Korea in 668 A. D. , the

introduction of foreign culture from Tang China, India, and central
Asia was more active. This trend continued in the succeeding Koryo
period (918-1392 A. D. ) (Chin 1974:12).
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During the Koryo period, Buddhism reached its peak and was
designated the national religion in Korea. Also, Koryo maintained

close contact with the culture of later Tang and Sung in China (Choi
1964:4).

Korean society and arts faced a turning point in the Yi dynasty
(1392-1910).

Confucianism, introduced into Korea from China at the

end of the Koryo dynasty, became powerful and started suppressing
Buddhism. Finally Confucianism became the standard of the national

morality for five hundred years of the Yi dynasty. Confucianism also

influenced the arts a great deal, and changed the aristocratic art of
Koryo to folk-art in the Yi dynasty (Pai 1975:31, Choi 1964:4). Along
with Confucianism, the culture of the Ming in China influenced the

Korean arts of the time (Lee 1963:9-10).

After 1910, when the Japanese occupied Korea, the importation
of Chinese culture was replaced with Japanese culture. After the

liberation from Japan in 1945, Western culture has flourished in
Korea. Thus, before 1910, Koreans absorbed mainly the contempo-

rary Chinese culture and digested it well with their own unique arts
(Choi 1964:4, Lee 1963:2).

Interiors of Homes in China and Korea

Because of different life styles, the interiors of homes in China
and Korea are quite different. A6 Burling (1953:291) points out, "the
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Chinese have been described as the only people in the Far East who,

in ancient times, sat on stools or chairs or platforms, rather than on
the ground. 'I In contrast to the Chinese, Koreans have followed the

floor -sitting custom. This fact seems the most distinctive feature

reflected in the interiors.
Chine se Inter ior s

A traditional Chinese room was rigidly symmetrical and
rectangular (Sickman 1972:520) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The symmetry of Chinese Hall (Ecke 1968:2).
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Burling (1953:292) describes the furniture arrangement inside
the room:
The furniture would be placed in accordance with fixed
standards, almost always along the wall. There was seldom anything in the center of the room, for the effect of
order, dignity, and balance had to be maintained in the
proportions of the room and the arrangement of its contents. Things did not have to be disposed in pairs, but
there did have to be balance between one side of the room
and the other. There would not be more than two or three
hanging pictures or pieces of calligraphy, and, unless
there was a cabinet with antique pieces, there would be
very few ornaments in sight. Almost always there would
be one vase, or bowl, with carefully arranged flowers or
a blossoming branch. All the other ornaments, vases, and
pictures belonging to the owner would be stored away in the
various cabinets and chests kept in the house for that purpose.

In any formal arrangement, a large couch, called ch'uang or
k'ang in the parlance of the North, was put on the middle of one side

of the room. A k'ang was equipped with a low, centrally placed table
called k'ang table (Sickman 1973:270). In the cold parts of North

China, such as Peking, the capital, this k'ang could be a raised brick
platform built into the room, and in winter it could be heated from
underneath flues (Burling 1953:294, Kates 1948:6).

Besides this

couch, tall wardrobes, cabinets, low chests, tables, chairs, and
stools were used. Moreover, in the houses of quality, porcelains,

bronzes, lacquer wares, and antiques of various kinds were also
arranged in the room (Sickman 1972:520).
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Ecke's description (1968:32-33) of the Ming home of the

leisured class reveals the color scheme of the interior.
A Ming home of the leisured class, so much we
know, displayed an inspired richness in the garb of
grave and measured simplicity. The spacious Central
Hall was carried on two rows of tall pillars; left and right,
east and west, were latticed partitions in cabinet-wood
, dressed at the back with mellow-coloured silks.
The walls and pillars were papered. The floor was laid
with black polished flagstones, and the ceiling finished with
cloisons in yellow reed-work. Against this sombre background the furniture was disposed, subservient to the discipline of the plan. The amber or purple hues of the
rosewood pieces agreed with the subdued tones of the
costly rugs, of the chair covers and cushions in tapestry
or embroidered silk. Pendant scrolls of calligraphies and
paintings, blue-and-white porcelains or waxed-green
bronzes on red lacquer stands were distributed with
studied care. Papered lattice windows kept out the glare
of the day, open candles and horn lanterns blended by
night the colours in subtle harmony.
Thus, straightforward and luxurious, was the
character of a Ming interior.
.

.

.

Korean Interiors

The traditional Korean room was box-like, rectangular,
usually between 8 and 10 feet long, and less than this in width, and
about 7 feet high (Savage-Landor 1895:139). The following is a

description about the Korean floor of the room (Korea: Its Land,
People and Culture of All Ages 1960:530).

Because of the Korean people's custom of sitting on the
floor, the floor is higher than in Chinese houses where
the people use chairs. Although some of the floors in a
Korean house are of wood, most are Ondol in which oil
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papers are pasted on clay-plastered stones under which
run several tunnels, enabling the heat from the furnace
at the ends of the tunnels to warm the floor.
The ondol floor was tight, smooth, hard, and shiny with surfaceapplied vegetable oil or varnish. This underfloor radiant heating
system, called ondol, was developed fully by the middle of the Yi

dynasty (Korea: Its Land,

.

.

.

1960:607).

A traditional Korean house was partitioned by walls into several

rooms or consisted of several buildings for different purposes (Korea:
Its Land,

.

.

.

1960:530).

In a house the rooms for women were

separated strictly from the rooms for men, because of one of the
Confucian ethical codes in the Yi dynasty, "male and female should not

sit close after the age of seven. " The furniture in the rooms of
women was different from that in the rooms of men (Pai 1975:35).

Interior of a Woman's Room. Pai (1975:36-37) describes the
interior of a woman's room in the Yi dynasty. This investigator

translated and synthesized the descriptions from the original Korean.
The woman's room was in the inner part of the house, and no man

except family members or the husband's personal servants was permitted to enter. The furniture of the woman's room was colorful.

Usually on the lower part of the room, there were a colorful screen
and a large cushion on which to sit and sew. In front of the big cushion

was a wicker-basket for the sewing-articles, including a colorful

ruler and reels. Beside the wicker-basket was a brazier to heat a
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small iron. Along one side of the walls of the room were a miniature
wardrobe for keeping socks and a low cabinet with a mirror -stand on
it.

In the upper part of the room was a tall cabinet with open shelves,

or various wardrobes. Especially in the houses of the upper class,
an attached small room was on the upper part of the woman's room,

and there the wardrobes and chests were located (Figure 2). Because
a woman's room was the center of home management, the wardrobes
and chests for keeping family goods were important furniture in that
room.

Figure 2. Interior of a woman's room in Korea (Pai 1975:36).

Interior of a Man's Room. The man's room was used as a
reception room as well as a living and study room for the man.

characteristic of the man's room was that there was no colorful

The
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object and no furniture for keeping family clothing. The furniture in

the man's room was mainly for stationery and decorative objects (Pai
1975:37).

Ceramic water containers, penholders, small boxes, and

flower vases were popular accessories for the man's room (McCune
1962:296).

Pai (1975:37-39) precisely describes the interior of a man's
room.

The following is a translation and summary of the description:

A landscape of four seasons or a screen consisting of six to eight
pieces of calligraphy was on the lower wall of the room. The man's

room had also a large cushion, but unlike the woman's room, an

embroidered back-cushion and a long arm-rest were added. In front
of the large cushion, a low writing table was placed. Around the writ-

ing table were several small square cushions for guests. Usually on

the right wall of the room, a single or a pair of cabinets for stationery
was located. On the upper part of the room, a tall cabinet with open

shelves was placed as in the woman's room, or a bookcase was
located (Figure 3). For the wall and the window paper, various

qualities of white paper were used; for the ceiling, blue, green, or
yellow paper was usually used.
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Figure 3. Interior of a man's room in Korea (Pai 1975:38).

General Characteristics of the Furniture
in China and Korea

Both Chinese and Korean furniture had in common the charac-

teristics of simplicity, strength, practicality, use of natural color
and wood grain, and use of metal mounts as surface ornament, even
though the degree to which each possessed these characteristics might
be different.

Chinese Furniture
Burling (1953:289) points out the qualities of Chinese furniture:

"The qualities considered essential to the making of furniture, which

was strictly architectural in nature, were functionalism, simplicity,
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strength, and symmetry. " He further says (1953:295), "One can sum
up the Chinese taste in furniture by saying that it has faithfully

adhered to the basic requirements established so long ago --dignity,

simplicity, structure, and balance. " This unadorned simplicity
allowed the maximum use of the beauty of the wood with soft lustre and
natural grain (Sickman 1973:269). Sickman (1972:520), however,

warns against the misunderstanding of the simplicity in Chinese

furniture.

The plain, straightforward simplicity of classic Chinese
furniture, as seen isolated in illustrations, is apt to be
somewhat deceiving. It must be remembered that
austerity was very often relieved by the use of bright
brocaded cushions for the chairs and covers for the tables,
patterned rugs or cushions on the great couches, and cur
tains for the beds. For parties, receptions, and state
occasions, especially elaborate fabric coverings were
provided.

On festive occasions the chair was covered from the yoke, across the

seat and to just short of the floor in front with brightly decorated
fabric (Sickman 1973:269).

Another characteristic of Chinese furniture is the consistency of

taste or style. Sickman (1972:516) points out this consistency of
style.

While fashions came and went in the more showy, opulent
furniture designed for palaces and mansions, the classic
and traditional furniture preserved an amazing consistency,
in some instances with only the slightest modification in
design, for almost a thousand years.
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According to Burling (1953:294), this consistency of style was also

true within the different classes of the people.
Because Chinese furniture was designed in accordance with
fixed architectural principles the same basic articles were
used not only in succeeding dynasties, but also by peoplerich or poor --of different classes. The quality of the
wood or the workmanship might differ, but most households would have the same tall wardrobes, low chests,
tables, chairs, and stools made along the same lines.

A construction characteristic of Chinese furniture is that nails
were never used with only minimum use of wooden pegs or glue (Ecke
1966:15).

The joinery was done by the mitre, the mortise and tenon,

and the dovetail joint.

The joinery fitted so precisely that nails were

not needed at all (Sickman 1973:268, Morse 1955:70). This kind of

joinery allows the furniture to be easily disassembled. Curved mem-

bers, such as the arms and yokes of chairs or the legs and braces
of tables were carved out of solid blocks (Burling 1953:291, Sickman
1973:268).

Korean Furniture

The furniture of the Yi dynasty in Korea had simple, practical,

and non-aristocratic beauty, influenced by the practical ideas of
Confucianism. Especially "the products for the common people were

excellent, having unique characteristics, originality and native
beauty within them" (Korea: Its Land, People and Culture of All Ages
1960:539-540).
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Several people list the characteristics of Yi Korean furniture.

Chon (1970:18) identifies three characteristics: tenacity, simplicity,
and effects of grain. Choi (1964:20-21) notes the simplicity, sensitive

design, practicality, compact structure, and careful selection of

materials. Further, Pai in Weekly Hanguk (7 December 1975) points
out five characteristics: (1) the use of straight lines, (2) rectangular
shape,

(3) the use of metal mounts as surface ornaments, (4) the

repetition of the same shape to make a complete piece of furniture.

For example, small-rectangular drawers make a piece of rectangular
furniture, and (5) the use of the natural grain and color of wood.
Unlike the perfection of Chinese furniture in technique, Korean

furniture, especially turnery, had some deformity in its shape.
Yanagi (1967:50) describes the beauty of this deformity: "this slight

crookedness always gives us a certain peculiar asymmetrical beauty,
an indescribable charm that entices us into a sense of beauty that is

free and unrestricted. "

Materials for Furniture
The woods used for furniture were almost totally different
between China and Korea.

Chinese and Koreans used the materials

available in their countries, and they had different native woods as a
result of the different geographical conditions.
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Mater ials in China

The Chinese furniture-makers preferred hard wood, because not
only did they consider the quality and nature of the wood very impor-

tant, but also hard wood could withstand the radically different
climates throughout the country. They also expected the pieces of

furniture to last for centuries (Burling 1953:293).

Except chi tze mu, a sort reserved for imperial furniture,
there are generally two kinds of wood used. The better quality and

more favored wood among them is hua-li, or huang-hua-li, which is a
variety with a golden-yellow tone. This hua-li wood is a dense and

extremely hard rosewood of the leguminosoe tree family, imported
from Indo-China and India (Kates 1948:5, Morse 1955:70). This wood

varies in color from a dark brown to a light honey shade. The dense

grain also varies from straight to highly patterned.

It has a satin-

smooth surface, and the glow would be almost translucent if properly
treated (Sickman 1973:269, Norman-Wilcox 1943:167-169). With the

denseness and tensile strength of these rosewoods, the Chinese could
make furniture which is slender but sturdy with intricate and daring
joints.

The second wood is nan-mu, the cedar of Szech'uan, Persea
Nan-mu.

Its color is sand-brown with extremely fine grain and a

velvet-like polish (Ecke 1966:15). This wood, now almost extinct,
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was used in more provincial types of furniture (Sickman 1972:522).
Besides these two major woods:

hua-li and nan-mu, native soft wood

was used for rustic furniture. Bamboo frequently was employed for a

rustic type of chair, table, stove, couch, and screen (Burling 1953:
293).

For wood finish, wax which has a yellowish hue of its own was
used without any coloring matter (Ecke 1966:15-16).

For metal mounts the Chinese mainly used two kinds of brass.
One is a golden-yellow brass, which is copper with a high content of

tin and zinc and sometimes silver. The other is Chinese white brass
called paktong (Ellsworth 1971:77). Paktong is an alloy similar to

German silver. It contains mainly nickel with copper and zinc.
Depending upon the amounts of these constituents, paktong can have

many varieties of texture and color (Ecke 1968:27, Ellsworth 1971:77).

Besides these two kinds of brass, the Chinese also used imported
brass with machine -made polish.

But, because of the color and

finish, the Chinese genuine metals are distinct from it.
Materials in Korea
Wood was also the main material for the furniture in Korea.

There are many native kinds of trees in Korea, and the Koreans of
ancient times were extremely sensitive to wood and the selection of
the right wood in the right places (Choe 1964:20). Koreans liked the
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complex and attractive grains of the woods, such as pear, Paulownia,
lime and walnut; hence the furniture made from these materials was
often not finished with lacquer but just with botanical oils (Chon
1970:19).

Because pear wood was abundant in Korea and it has soft texture

with a fine gloss, pear was used for tables and other fine furniture.
Paulownia, which is light and grained finely, was used for drawers
and parts of wardrobes and cabinets. Lime, which is soft and has

little knots, was widely used for various items of everyday use.
Besides these woods, Koreans also used maple for high quality

articles, birch for shafts and frames of the furniture, Zelkova for
hardwood articles, willow for lacquered objects, and Korean Pine. As

somewhat rare but prized woods, there were Persimmon, Pagoda,
Gingko, Chestnut, Hsiang Chun, and Jujube. Jujube especially, which

is a hardwood like birch, was rare in Korea, and the furniture made
of this wood was extremely rare (Chon 1970:15).

For metal mounts Koreans used nickel, pig iron, and brass,
which is an alloy of copper and zinc (Yi 1974:56). Nickel was, how-

ever, preferred to brass, and pig iron to nickel (Choi, February
1967:84).
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III.

PROCEDURE

Hypotheses

The purpose of this study was to analyze Chinese and Korean-

traditional-household furniture in terms of size, style of leg, and
metal mounts; and then compare the furniture of the two countries.
Within this framework, the following hypotheses were posed:
Hypothesis 1. There is no significant difference (at the

a = 0. 05) between Chinese and Korean furniture in the mean values of

the height, width, and depth of each kind of furniture.
Hypothesis 2. There is no relationship between the country of

origin and the leg style of each kind of furniture.
Hypothesis 3.

Both Chinese and Korean furniture have both

geometric and conventional motifs on metal mounts.
Hypothesis 4.

There is no relationship between the country of

or igin and the motif of each kind of metal mounts.
Hypothesis 5. For the furniture of each country the probability

that a piece with circle lock shields has circle hinges is less than or
equal to one -half (H 0 p < 1/2, HA: p > 1/2).

Hypothesis 6. For the furniture of each country the probability

that a piece with square lock shileds has square hinges is less than or
equal to one-half (H0: p < 1/2, HA: p > 1 /2).
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Sources of the Sample

A total of 141 examples was drawn from the following sources

to test the hypotheses posed:
1.

The illustrations of furniture shown in the publications

available in the libraries of the United States and from Korea. The

publications for illustrations were Chinese Furniture (Ellsworth
1971), Chinese Household Furniture (Kates 1948), Chinese Domestic

Furniture (Ecke 1968), Philadelphia Museum Bulletin (1963), The Art
of Furniture (Wanscher 1966), Art of Korea Vol 13 (Choi and Chung
1974), Space (February 1967), and Space (August 1968).
2.

The furniture pieces at six antique shops: China Gate

Antiques, Dynasty Antiques, Adele's, Elena's, The Oriental Carpet,
and Far East (see Appendix A for the addresses).
3.

One piece of furniture at the Portland Art Museum in

Portland, Oregon.
Collection of the Data

The data have been collected from the sample in the following
steps.
1.

A written work-sheet (see Appendix B) was developed to

record each observation of illustrations or pieces of furniture. This
investigator developed the categories of the styles of legs and the
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motifs of metal mounts by consulting Chinese Domestic Furniture
(Ecke 1968:26-28), Chinese Furniture (Ellsworth 1971:78-79, 264268), and The Art of Korean Furniture (Pai 1975:94-109).
2.

Usable illustrations of furniture were selected from the

publications, based on the following criteria:
a. All usable illustrations should show the front view of the

furniture completely, from top to bottom, left to right.

b. The usable illustrations for analysis of style of leg and
motifs of metal mounts should show the legs and the motifs

clearly to be identified.

c. The usable illustrations for assessing the size should have
written descriptions of dimensions.
3.

Each usable illustration was photocopied, and each actual

piece was photographed. The photocopies, photographs, and captions

were compared to avoid counting the same furniture twice. This was

necessary because a piece of furniture might be shown in more than
one book, or an observed piece might be shown as an illustration in
the publications.

4. Actual pieces were observed in the museum and the antique
shops. To obtain the dimension of width and depth from the actual

pieces, this investigator measured each piece at the bottom of the
piece.

For height, each piece was perpendicularly measured from

the top of the piece to the floor at the center of the front.
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5.

Each observation of the usable illustrations and actual pieces

was recorded on the work-sheet.
Analysis of the Data

The binomial probabilities table, contingency table analysis,
and t-test were used for analysis of the data. The level of significance
selected for this study was 0. 05.
Assumptions
1.

The observed illustrations of furniture from publications and

the actual pieces in the antique shops and the museum were presumed

to be representative of the furniture for the two countries, China and
Kor ea.
2.

When the written informations from the publications did not

indicate the method of measurement, the width and depth were

assumed to be measured along the bottom of the furniture, and the
height was assumed to be perpendicularly measured from the top of

the piece to the floor at the center of the front.
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IV.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Description of the Sample

The total sample size was 141: 111 illustrations from

publications, 29 actual pieces from antique shops, and one from a

museum. Of the total 141, 65 were of Chinese furniture and 76 were
of Korean furniture.

The sample for Chinese furniture consisted of 62 illustrations of
furniture from publications, two actual pieces from the China Gate
Antiques shop (see Appendix A for the address), and one from the

Portland Art Museum in Portland, Oregon. The 62 illustrations
included 22 from Chinese Furniture (Ellsworth 1971), 18 from Chinese
Household Furniture (Kates 1948), 17 from Chinese Domestic Furniture (Ecke 1968), four from Philadelphia Museum Bulletin (1963), and
one from The Art of Furniture (Wanscher 1966). The sample for

Chinese furniture consisted of 45 cabinets, 14 wardrobes, and 6
chests.

The sample for Korean furniture consisted of 49 illustrations of
furniture from publications and 27 pieces from antique shops. Of the 49
illustrations, 34 were from Art of Korea Vol 13 (Choi and Chung 1974),
nine from Space (February 1967), six from Space (August 1968). Of the 27

pieces from antique shops (see Appendix A for the addresses) 11 were

from Dynasty Antiques, 6 from Adele's, 5 from Elena's, 3 from The
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Oriental Carpet, and 2 from Far East. The sample for Korean furniture consisted of 35 wardrobes, 24 cabinets, and 17 chests.
Chinese Furniture

Chinese furniture was analyzed in terms of size, style of leg,
and motifs of metal mounts.
Size

The mean values of the height, width, and depth for wardrobes,

cabinets, and chests were calculated (Table I).
Table I. Mean values of the height, width, and depth of
Chinese furniture.

In Centimeters of Units.

Kind of

Depth

Furniture

Height

Width

Wardrobe
Cabinet
Chest

213.1

110.8

52.4

132. 2
39. 2

94. 7
53. 8

46. 0
45. 3

The mean values of the heiht, width, and depth for the wardrobes were 213. 1, 110. 8, and 52.4 cm respectively. The data came

from the written dimensions of ten wardrobes, which were all the
same type with a hat cupboard for storing headwear on top of the main
cupboard (Figure 4). In China,wardrobes "almost invariably come in

pairs, often placed side by side or symmetrically along one wall, with

perhaps a door in between, or opposite each other across a room"
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Figure 4. Pair of Chinese wardrobes (Ellsworth 1971:Plate 131)
by permission of the Publisher.
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(Kates 1948:30). On a pair of wardrobes, only one piece was considered for the measurement of this study.
The mean values of the height, width, and depth for the cabinets

were 132.2, 94.7, and 46. 0 cm respectively. The data came from
the measured or written dimensions of 33 cabinets, which were of

several types: tapered cabinets with wood hinges, book cabinets, display cupboards, k'ang cupboards, and etc. The most common type of
cabinet, however, was a tapered type with wood hinges (Figure 5).
The cabinets of this type are splayed as a whole from top to bottom;

and "the outer vertical member of each doorframe has projecting

dowels that fit into sockets in the framework, and thus serve as
hinges" (Kates 1948:67).

The mean values of the height, width, and depth for the chests

were 39.2, 53. 8, and 45.3 cm respectively. The data came from the
written dimensions of four chests: two seal chests (Figure 6), one
fur chest (Figure 7), and one ice chest.
Style of Leg

Because the styles of legs may differ depending on the kinds of

furniture, wardrobes, cabinets, and chests were studied separately.
Other kinds of furniture, such as chairs and tables which are not
included in this study, may have other styles of legs. Table II shows
the styles of legs and the frequency on each kind of furniture.
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Figure 5. Chinese tapered cabinet with wood hinges (the Portland
Art Museum).
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Figure 6. Chinese seal chest (Ellsworth 1971:Plate 149) by per
mission of the Publisher.
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Figure 7. Chinese fur chest (Ellsworth 1971:Plate 146) by permission of the Publisher.
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Table II. Frequency distribution of each style of leg on

Chinese furniture.

Style of Leg

Wardrobe

Cabinet

Straight
Horse's hoof
Others

14

37
3

3

2

None

Total

Chest

14

3

3

45

6

As shown on Table II, all Chinese wardrobes had straight legs

only, either with rounded edges or square edges. Of the wardrobes

with straight legs, 57.1 percent had half-lapped aprons (Figure 8).
As shown on Table II, 37 out of 45 cabinets had straight legs
(82.2 percent). Of these cabinets with straight legs, 70.3 percent
had half-lapped aprons. The second predominant style of leg was the

horse's hoof (6. 7 percent). Other styles of legs observed included one

trestle leg and one small button-foot leg.

Three cabinets (6.7 per-

cent) did not have legs.

As shown on Table II, three out of six chests had horse's hoof

legs, and the rest did not have legs.
Metal Mounts

Metal mounts appeared on Chinese furniture throughout all
periods (Ellsworth 1971:72). All the Chinese wardrobes, cabinets,

and chests in this study had at least one of three main kinds of metal
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Figure 8. Chinese wardrobe with straight legs and a half-lapped
apron (Ecke 1968:Plate 101) by permission of the
publisher.
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mounts: hinges, lock shields, and pulls. Whereas all wardrobes had
metal hinges, some cabinets and chests did not have them. Lock
shields and pulls, however, almost always appeared on wardrobes,

cabinets, and chests. The frequent appearance of lock shields suggests the Chinese way of life, which involved large family groups,

numbers of servants, and little privacy; therefore, they used locks
to secure some important items (Kates 1948:54). Besides these main

metal mounts, there were lock receptacles with or without back
plates. Back plates for pulls, corner mounts, or lock hasps occa-

sionally appeared, too (refer to Figure 6).
Ecke compares Chinese metal mounts to the ormolus on
Rococo furniture (1968:26). Thus, the metal mounts on Chinese

furniture served as decorative as well as functional elements. And
each mount was designed for a specific piece (Ellsworth 1971:79).

Hence, many motifs and various sizes appeared. The shape ranged

from extremely delicate to simple geometrical. The surfaces wer e

also varied: plain polished, inlaid with copper, completely chased,
or open cut. However, the plain-polished mounts were generally
found.

Because each kind of metal mount had its own unique motifs,

the motifs of the main metal mounts: hinges, lock shields, and pulls,
were separately analyzed. Each Chinese example in this study had
one type of motif on hinges and lock shields, but eight examples had

two types of motif on pulls for each piece.
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Hinges. The hinge motifs were the circle, square, cloud,
flower, and other (Figure 9).

circle
square

cloud

flower

Figure 9. Motifs of Chinese hinges.
Table III shows the frequency of each motif.

The square motif

appeared most often (50 percent of all observed Chinese furniture).

The second most frequent motif was the circle (35.7 percent), and the
third and fourth were the cloud motif (7. 1 percent) and the flower

motif (4. 8 percent) respectively. One "Other" type was hinges with
hidden plates.

Thus, 85.7 percent of the Chinese furniture in this

study had geometric motifs, either the square or circle, on the hinges.
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Table III. Frequency distribution of each
motif on Chinese hinges.

Frequency

Percent

21
15

50.0%
35.7%

Cloud

3

Flower
Other

2

7. 1%
4. 8%

1

2.4%
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100. 0%

Motif

Square
Circle

Total

Lock Shields. The motifs of lock shields were the circle,

square, cloud, flower, and others (Figure 10).

0

circle

square

flower

cloud

Figure 10. Motifs of Chinese lock shields.
Table IV shows the frequency of each motif. The square motif

appeared most often (49.2 percent of all observed Chinese furniture).

The second was the circle motif (29.5 percent), and the third was the
cloud motif (9. 8 percent). The flower motif was the fourth (6. 6 per
cent).

The "Others" category included two noncategorized types of
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motif. Thus, 78.7 percent of the Chinese furniture in this study had

geometric motifs, either the square or circle, on the lock shields.
Table IV.

Frequency distribution of each
motif on Chinese lock shields.
Frequency

Percent

Square

30

49. 2%

Circle

18

29.5%

Cloud

6

Flower
Others

4
3

9. 8%
6. 6%
4. 9%

61

100. 0%

Motif

Total

Of the motifs of lock shields, the circle motif was further
studied in relation to the hinges. Of 18 pieces of Chinese furniture
which had circle lock shields (Table IV), 17 had hinges. Fourteen out
of these 17 pieces had circle hinges (Table V).

Table V also indicates

that the circle lock shields had either the circle or square hinges.
Table V. Motifs of hinges on Chinese furni-

ture with circle lock shields.

Motif

Circle
Square
Others
Total

Frequency

Percent

14
3

82.4%
17.6%

0

0. 0%

17

100. 0%

In the same way, the square lock shields were studied in relation to the hinges. Of 30 pieces of Chinese furniture which had square
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lock shields (Table IV), 14 had hinges. Thirteen out of these 14 had
square hinges, and only one had hinges with hidden plates (Table VI).
Table VI. Motifs of hinges on Chinese furni-

ture with square lock shields.

Motif

Square
Other

Frequency

Percent

13

92.2%
7.1%

1

Total

14

100.0%

In summary, the majority of Chinese furniture with lock shields

had geometric motifs on the lock shields, either the square or circle;
the geometric lock shields never appeared with hinges of conventional
motifs.

Pulls. The motifs of pulls were the leaf, square, pair -of-

fishes, vase, C-curve, circle, and others (Figure 11).

circle

C -curve

6A0A6
Aid
square
vase

pair of fishes
leaf
Figure 11. Motifs of Chinese pulls.
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Each motif had many variations; in particular, the square motif
had more than ten variations. The square motif varied in outline and
opening.

The leaf motif was plain, or had open-cut or engraved

designs in the middle. The pair-of-fishes motif was always open cut

with various designs; it was the most delicate motif. The surface of
the vase motif was plain or open-cut along the outline.
Table VII shows the frequency of each motif.

The leaf motif

appeared most often (31.9 percent of all observed Chinese furniture).

Of the variations of the leaf motif, a, b, and c in Figure 11, the "c"
category was most common (77.3 percent of the furniture with the
leaf-motif pulls). The second frequent motif was the square (29 per -

cent), and the third was the pair-of-fishes (14.5 percent). The vase
motif was the fourth (11.6 percent), and the C -curve followed (5. 8

percent). A small percentage had the circle-motif pulls (1.4 percent).
The "Others" category included one oval ring and one each of three
noncategorized motifs.
Table VII. Frequency distribution of each

motif of Chinese pulls.

Motif

Leaf
Square
Pair -of -fishes
Vase
C -curve

Circle
Others

Frequency

Percent

22
20

31.9%
29.0%

10

14. 5%

8

11.6%
5.8%
1.4%

4
1

4

Total

69

5. 8%
100. 0%
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Korean Furniture

Korean furniture was analyzed in terms of size, style of leg,
and metal mounts.
Size

The mean values of the height, width, and depth of each kind of
furniture were calculated (Table VIII).
Table VIII.
Kind of

Furniture
Wardrobe
Cabinet
Chest

The mean values of the height, width, and
depth of Korean furniture.
In Centimeters of Units
Height
Width
Depth
125. 5

88. 1

117.4

72.8
81.7

69.6

43. 5
37. 5
39. 9

The mean values of the height, width, and depth of wardrobes
were 125.5, 88. 1, and 43. 5 cm (Table VIII). The data came from the

measured or written dimensions of 35 wardrobes which were of two
types: "ottjang" ranging from one to four-storied ones and two

storied "nong" (Figure 12) (see p.4-5 for definitions of "ottjang" and
nong").

The "ottjang", however, was the predominant type (57. 1

percent of all observed Korean wardrobes). Of this type, threestoried ones were most common (35. 0 percent) (Figure 13).
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Figure 12. Korean two-storied "nong" (Choi and Chung 1974:Plate
19). "Nong" is a type of Korean wardrobe (see p. 5 ).
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Figure 13. Korean three-storied "ottjang" (Choi, February 1967
Plate 4). "Ottjang" is a type of Korean wardrobe (see
p. 4-5).
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The mean values of the height, width, and depth of cabinets were
117.4, 72.8, and 37. 5 cm (Table VIII). The data came from the

measured or written dimensions of 22 cabinets which were of several
types: one-to -four -storied book cabinets, two -to -five -storied display

cabinets, and a sideboard. The most frequent type of cabinet, however, was the one -to -four -storied book cabinet (45. 8 percent) (Figure
14).

The second most frequent type of cabinet was the two -to -five

storied display cabinet (41. 7 percent) (Figure 15). The two-to -five-

storied display cabinet consisted of one or more closed stories and
open shelves.

The mean values of the height, width, and depth of chests were
69.6, 81. 7, and 39. 9 cm (Table VIII). The data came from the meas-

ured or written dimensions of 17 chests which were mostly for storing
clothing (Figure 16).
Style of Leg

The styles of legs on Korean wardrobes, cabinets, and chests
were studied separately. Table IX shows the styles of legs on each
kind of furniture. In this study the stretchers which were used as

legs were categorized under "Others".
As shown on Table IX, the most frequent style of leg on ward-

robes was the horse's hoof (54.3 percent). All the wardrobes with

horse's hoof legs had stretchers under the legs, and 94.7 percent of
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Figure 14. Korean three-storied book cabinet (Choi and Chung 1974:
Plate 1).
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Figure 15. Korean three-storied display cabinet (Choi and Chung
1974:Plate 27).
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Figure 16. Korean chest (Choi and Chung 1974:Plate 18).
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these wardrobes had scalloped aprons, too (Figure 17). The second

most-frequent style was the straight leg (34.3 percent). Of the

wardrobes with straight legs, 75.0 percent had stretchers under the
legs. Three wardrobes (8. 6 percent) did not have legs, and one

wardrobe had two stretchers as legs.
Table IX. Frequency distribution of each style of leg on Korean

furniture.
Style of Leg

Straight
Horse's Hoof
Cabriole
Other s
None

Total

12
19

No.

No.

34.3%

16

66.7%

54. 3%

2

8. 3%

--

2

8.3%

3

3

2.8%
8.6%

12. 5%

35

100.0%

24

1

Chest

Cabinet

Wardrobe
No.

1

4.2%
100.0%

1

5.9%

5
11

29.4%
64.7%

17

100.0%

As shown on Table IX, the most frequent style of leg on cabinets

was straight (66.7 percent). Of the cabinets with straight legs, 87.5

percent had stretchers under the legs. The second most-frequent
styles were the horse's hoof and cabriole (8. 3 percent each). Other

styles of leg were the trestle and stretcher styles. One cabinet (4.2
percent) did not have legs.

As shown on Table IX, the majority of chests (64.7 percent) did
not have legs. Of them 81.8 percent, however, had scalloped aprons.

The second group of chests had stretchers as legs (29.4 percent).
Only one chest had straight legs (5. 9 percent).

Figure 17. Korean wardrobe with scalloped apron (Choi, August
1968:17).
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Metal Mounts

Pai believes that the Korean already used metal mounts on
furniture from the Three Kingdoms Period (B. C. 18-668 A. D. ) (Pai
1975:89).

Whereas almost all the furniture in this study had hinges

and lock shields, some furniture did not have pulls. Besides these

main metal mounts, back plates for pulls, corner mounts, joint
mounts, middle mounts, lock hasps, or lock receptacles appeared
(refer to Figure 16).
Like Chinese metal mounts, the metal mounts on Korean furni-

ture were used as ornaments as well as functional necessities (Chon,
June 1970:16). Hence, the shape and size of the metal mounts were

varied. The surfaces were plain-polished, chased, or open-cut with

various designs. This study separately analyzed the motifs of the

main metal mounts: hinges, lock shields, and pulls.
Hinges.

The motifs of hinges were the circle, bat, swallowtail,

square, vase, cloud, butterfly, and others (Figure 18).
Table X shows the frequency of each motif. The square motif

appeared most often (25.0 percent of all observed Korean furniture).

The second was the circle motif (20.8 percent), and the third was the
cloud motif (13.9 percent). The swallowtail motif was the fourth (9. 7

percent), and the vase and the butterfly motifs followed (4. 2 percent
each). One piece of furniture (1.4 percent) had bat-motif hinges. The
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"Others" category included hinges without plates (four pieces), hinges

with hidden plates (nine pieces), one oval motif, and one noncategorized motif.

Thus, 45. 8 percent of the Korean furniture in this

study had geometric motifs, either the square or circle, on the
hinges; 33. 4 percent had conventional motifs; 20. 8 percent had other
motifs.

II

circle

bat

II

square

44E
butterfly

cloud

all

swallowtail
vase

Figure 18. Motifs of Korean hinges.
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Table X. Frequency distribution of each
motif on Korean hinges.
Motif

Square
Circle
Cloud
Swallowtail
Vase
Butterfly
Bat
Others
Total

Lock Shields.

Fr equency

Percent

18
15
10
7

25.0%

3

4.2%

3

4. 2%

20. 8%

13.9%
9. 7%

15

1.4%
20.8%

72

100.0%

1

The motifs of lock shields were the circle,

square, cloud, butterfly, bat, flower, and others (Figure 19).
Table XI shows the frequency of each motif. The square motif

appeared most often (25.7 percent of all observed Korean furniture).

The second was the circle motif (24.3 percent), and the third was the
cloud motif (18.9 percent). The flower motif was the fourth (16. 2

percent), and the butterfly (4. 1 percent) and bat (2. 7 percent) motifs
followed.

The "Others" category had five noncategorized motifs.

Thus, 50 percent of the Korean furniture in this study had geometric

motifs, either the square or circle, on the lock shields.
The furniture with circle lock shields was further studied in
relation to the hinge motifs. Of 18 pieces of Korean furniture which

had circle lock shields (Table XI), 17 had hinges. Thirteen out of

these 17 pieces (76. 5 percent) had circle hinges, and three (17.6
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0
circle

square

cloud

butterfly

bat

00 0
flower

Figure 19. Motifs of Korean lock shields.
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percent) had square hinges (Table XII). One piece of furniture had
hinges without plates.
Table XI.

Frequency distribution of each
motif on Korean lock shields.
Frequency

Percent

Circle

19
18

Cloud

14

Flower
Butterfly

12

25.7%
24.3%
18.9%
16.2%

3

4. 1%

Bat

2

Others

6

2.7%
8.1%

74

100. 0%

Motif

Square

Total
Table XII.

Motifs of hinges on Korean furniture with circle lock shields.

Motif

Frequency

Percent

Circle

13

76. 5%

Square
Other

3

17.6%

1

5. 9%

17

100.0%

Total

In the same way, the furniture with square lock shields was

studied in relation to the hinge motifs. Of 19 pieces of Korean furniture which had square lock shields (Table XI), 18 had hinges. Nine
out of these 18 pieces (50 percent) had square hinges, and one had
circle hinges (Table XIII). The "Others" category included hinges

with hidden plates (six pieces) and hinges without plates (two pieces).
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Table XIII. Motifs of hinges on Korean furni-

ture with square lock shields.

Motif

Frequency

Percent

9
8

50.0%
5.6%
44.4%

18

100. 0%

Square
Circle
Others

1

Total

In summary, geometric-motif lock shields never appeared with
conventional-motif hinges. Geometric-motif lock shields on Korean

furniture in this study had geometric-motif hinges, hinges without
plates, or hinges with hidden plates.
Pulls. The motifs of pulls were the circle, square, C-curve,

vase, bat, pair-of-fishes, leaf, and others (Figure 20).

M
circle

[I]
square

Nd"
pair -of-fishes

C -curve

00
bat

leaf

Figure 20. Motifs of Korean pulls.

vase
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Table XIV shows the frequency of each motif. The circle motif

appeared most often (40.5 percent of all observed Korean furniture).

Of the variations of the circle motif, a and b in Figure 20, the "a"
category was most common (88.2 percent). The second most-

frequent motif was the C -curve (29.8 percent), and the third was the
bat motif. The leaf motif was the fourth (3. 6 percent), and the vase

and pair-of-fishes motifs followed (1.2 percent each).

The "Others"

category included five noncategorized motifs. Thus, 82.2 percent of

the Korean furniture in this study had pulls of geometric motifs: the

circle, square, or C -curve.
Table XIV. Frequency distribution of each

motif of Korean pulls.

Percent

Motif

Frequency

Circle

34

40. 5%

C -curve
Square
Bat
Leaf

25
10
4

29.8%

3

3. 6%

Pair -of-fishes
Vase
Others
Total

11.9%

4.7%

1

1.2%
1.2%

6

7. 1%

1

84

'

100.0%

Comparison of Chinese and Korean Furniture
Because of the cultural exchange between China and Korea in the

past, there might be similarities between Chinese and Korean
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furniture; because of the different life styles and aesthetic viewpoint

of the two countries, there might also be differences. Chinese and

Korean furniture was compared in terms of size, style of leg, and
metal mounts.
Size

The dimensions of Chinese wardrobes, cabinets, and chests
were compared with those of Korean wardrobes, cabinets, and chests.
On each kind of furniture, the mean values of the height, width, and
depth were compared. Table XV shows the mean values of the height,

width, and depth of Chinese and Korean furniture.

The mean values of Chinese wardrobes were significantly

different from those of Korean wardrobes in the height, width, and
depth at the 0.05 level of significance (Table XV). Chinese wardrobes

were larger than Korean wardrobes in height, width, and depth.
The mean values of Chinese cabinets were significantly different
from those of Korean cabinets in the width and depth at the 0. 05 level

of significance, but the height was not significantly different (Table
XV).

Therefore, Chinese cabinets were larger than Korean cabinets

in the width and depth.

The mean values of Chinese chests were significantly different

from those of Korean chests in the height and width at the 0.05 level
of significance, but the depth was not significantly different (Table XV).

Table XV.

Comparison of Chinese and Korean furniture in size.
In Centimeters of Units
Wardrobe

Country
of Origin

Height

China

Korea

t-value

Width

Depth

Height

213. 1

110.8

52.4

132.2

125. 5

88. 1

43. 5

117.4

6. 81**

2. 61*

2. 88**

Cabinet
Width

1. 06n.s.

94.7
72.8

2.41'

Chest
Depth

Height

Width

Depth

46.0

39.2
69.6

53.8
81.7

45.3
39.9

37. 5

4. 14** -2. 69*

-2. 45*

0. 8311's"

n. s. Not significant at the 0. 05 level.
Significant at the 0. 05 level.
*
Significant at the 0. 01 level.
'Id,'

rn
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Unlike wardrobes and cabinets, Chinese chests were significantly
smaller than Korean in height and width, possibly because of the different functions of the chests between two countries.

Whereas

Chinese chests in this study were mostly used for storing signature

seals or ices to cool the room, Korean chests were mainly used for
storing clothing or blankets.
Style of Leg

The styles of legs on Chinese wardrobes, cabinets, and chests
were compared with those of Korean wardrobes, cabinets, and chests.
Both countries had the straight and horse's hoof styles of leg. Furniture without legs also appeared in both countries. Korean furniture,

however, had the cabriole style of leg, which did not appear on

Chinese wardrobes, cabinets, and chests. The majority of Korean
furniture also had stretchers under the legs or in place of legs (85. 2
percent of the Korean furniture with legs), but no Chinese furniture

in this study had stretchers. The use of stretchers on Korean furni-

ture seems to protect the smooth, shiny, oil paper covered floor of
the room from being marked by furniture legs.
Table XVI shows the comparative frequency distribution of the

leg styles on Chinese and Korean furniture. Whereas Chinese ward-

robes had only straight legs, the majority of Korean wardrobes had
horse's hoof legs. In both countries, the majority of the cabinets had

Table XVI. Comparative frequency distribution of the leg styles on Chinese and Korean furniture.

Style

Straight

14

Leg

%

100.0%

Horse's Hoof

Chest

Cabinet

Wardrobe
CLinese
No.

Korean
No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

12

34.3%

37

82.2%

16

66.7%

19

54.3%

3

6.7%

2

8. 3%

2

8. 3%

Cabriole

Korean

Chinese

Korean

Chinese

No.

3

%

No.
1

5.9%

5

29.4%

50.0%

Others

1

2.8%

2

4.4%

3

12.5%

None

3

8.6%

3

6.7%

1

4.2%

3

50.0%

11

64.7%

35

100.0%

45

100.0%

24

100. 0%

6

100.0%

17

100.0%

Total

14

100.0%
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straight legs. In both countries, the majority of the chests did not
have legs. And the majority of the chests without legs had scalloped

aprons (66.7 percent of the Chinese and 81.8 percent of the Korean).
Metal Mounts

The motifs of hinges, lock shields, and pulls on Chinese and
Korean furniture were separately compared. Table XVII shows the
comparative frequency distribution of the motifs on Chinese and
Korean metal mounts.

Chinese and Korean furniture had in common the circle, square,
and cloud motifs on hinges. Although both countries had the "cloud

head" on the cloud motif, the shapes of hinges were different (compare Figure 9 and 18). In addition to the common motifs, Chinese

hinges had the flower motif, and Korean hinges had the vase, butter

fly, bat, and swallowtail. The square motif appeared most often on
both Chinese and Korean hinges.

Both Chinese and Korean furniture had the circle, square,
cloud, and flower motifs on lock shields. Although both countries had

the "cloud head" on the cloud motif, the shapes of lock shields were
different (compare Figure 10 and 19). In addition to these common

motifs, Korean lock shields had the butterfly and bat. The square
motif appeared most often on both Chinese and Korean lock shields.

Table XVII. Comparative frequency distribution of the motifs on Chinese and Korean metal mounts.

Motif of
Metal
Mount

Hinge
No.

--

Circle

15
3

2

Chinese

Korean
%

Bat

Butterfly
C -curve
Cloud
Flower
Leaf
Pair-of-fishes
Square
Swallowtail

Lock Shield

Chinese
No.

No.

%

No.

%

1

1.4%

2

2.7%

3

4. 2%

3

4. 1%

-35.7%
7.1%
4.8%

%

Pull

Chinese

Korean

-15

10

20.8%
13.9%

--

--

--

6

29.5%
9.8%

4

6. 6%

18

--

--

18

24.3%
18.9%

14
12

16. 2%

---

--

18

30

3

4.9%

6

61

100.0%
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Vase
Others

-1

2.4%

15

25.0%
9.7%
4.2%
20.8%

Total

42

100.0%

72

100.0%

21

50.0%

7

--

3

-49.2%

--

--

25.7%

---

Korean
%

No.

4

--

--

4

5.8%

25

1

1.4%

34

--

---

-22

-19

No.

10

20

--

31.9%
14.5%
29.0%

--

3
1

10

--

%

4.7%

-29.8%
40.5%

--3.6%
1.2%
11.9%

--

11.6%
5.8%

1

1.2%

8.1%

8
4

6

7.1%

100.0%

69

100.0%

84

100.0%
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Chinese and Korean pulls had the circle, square, C-curve, vase,
pair-of-fishes, and leaf motifs in common, even though each country
had some different variations as well as exactly the same shapes
(compare Figure 11 and 20). In addition to the common motifs,
Korean pulls included the bat motif. Whereas the leaf motif appeared

most often on Chinese pulls, the circle appeared most often on Korean
pulls.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Hypotheses Test
The following conclusions have been drawn relative to the
hypotheses posed.
H

0

1.

There is no significant difference (at the a = 0. 05)

between Chinese and Korean furniture in the mean values of the
height, width, and depth of each kind of furniture.

For wardrobes

the null hypothesis is rejected in height, width, and depth (Table XV).

For cabinets the null hypothesis is rejected in width and depth, but
there is no significant difference in height (Table XV). For chests

the null hypothesis is rejected in height and width, but there is no
significant difference in depth (Table XV).

The results indicate that

Chinese wardrobes are significantly larger than Korean wardrobes in
height, width, and depth; Chinese cabinets are significantly larger
than Korean cabinets in width and depth. However, Chinese chests

are significantly smaller than Korean chests in height and width. The
smaller height and width dimensions of Chinese chests than Korean

are possibly due to the different functions of the chests in the two
countries. Whereas Chinese chests in this study were mostly used for

storing signature seals or ices to cool the room, Korean chests were
mainly used for storing clothing or blankets.
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H

0

2.

There is no relationship between the country of origin

and the leg style of each kind of furniture. To test this hypothesis the
contingency table analysis was used based on Table XVI.

The cate-

gories with the expected frequency less than one were combined under
"Others" category. For wardrobes the null hypothesis is rejected.

The chi-square value obtained was 17.33, which is significant at the
0. 01 level.

This highly significant value can be explained by the fact

that all of the Chinese wardrobes in the study had straight legs, while
the majority of the Korean wardrobes had horse's hoof legs. For
cabinets the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The chi-square value
obtained was 2. 44, which is not significant at the 0. 05 level. The

majorities of both Chinese and Korean cabinets in the study had

straight legs. For chests the leg style categories were reduced to

"legs" vs. "no legs'', because of little variety in styles of legs. The
null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The chi-square value obtained

was 0. 02, which is not significant at the 0. 05 level, and leads to the
conclusion that there is no significant difference between Chinese and

Korean furniture on this variable. For both countries the majority
of the chests in the study did not have legs.
Hypothesis 3. Both Chinese and Korean furniture have both

geometric and conventional motifs on metal mounts. The hypothesis
is accepted. The circle, square, and C -curve motifs were found as

geometric motifs on Chinese metal mounts; the cloud, flower, leaf,
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pair-of-fishes, and vase motifs were found as conventional motifs.

The circle, square, and C-curve were found as geometric motifs on

Korean metal mounts; the bat, butterfly, cloud, flower, leaf, pair -offishes, swallowtail, and vase were found as conventional motifs. For

both countries the majorities of metal mounts were of geometric
motifs (63.4 percent of Chinese, 60.4 of Korean).
H

0

4.

There is no relationship between the country of origin

and the motif of each kind of metal mounts. To test this hypothesis
the contingency table analysis was used based on Table XVII. The

categories with the expected frequency less than one were combined

under "Others" category. For hinges the null hypothesis is rejected.
The chi-square value obtained was 19.37, which is significant at the
0. 01 level.

This indicates that Chinese and Korean furniture differ

significantly with respect to the relative frequency of occurrence of
the different types of motifs. For lock shields the null hypothesis is

rejected at the 0.05 level. The chi-square value obtained was 13.84.
For pulls the null hypothesis is rejected at the 0.01 level. The chisquare value obtained was 80.60. These results indicate that each

country had its preferred motifs and its own motifs on the three kinds

of metal mounts: hinges, lock shields, and pulls.
H

0

5.

For the furniture of each country the probability that a

piece with circle lock shields has circle hinges is less than or equal
to one-half (H 0 : p < 1/2, HA p > 1/2). For Chinese furniture the
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null hypothesis is rejected at the 0.01 level. Fourteen of the 17
Chinese pieces of furniture with circle lock shields had circle hinges.
Under the null hypothesis, the probability of obtaining 14 or more out
of 17 is 0.0064. Therefore, the conclusion is that the Chinese furni-

ture with circle lock shields tends to have circle hinges. For Korean
furniture the null hypothesis is rejected at the 0. 05 level. Thirteen
out of 17 Korean pieces of furniture with circle lock shields had circle
hinges. Under the null hypothesis the probability of obtaining 13 or

more out of 17 is 0. 0245, and the conclusion is the same as for
Chinese furniture.
H

0

6.

For the furniture of each country the probability that a

piece with square lock shields has square hinges is less than or equal
to one-half (H0: p < 1/2, HA: p > 1/2). For Chinese furniture the

null hypothesis is rejected at the 0.01 level. Thirteen out of 14
Chinese pieces with square lock shields had square hinges. Under the
null hypothesis, the probability of obtaining 13 or more out of 14 is
0. 009.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the Chinese furniture with

square lock shields tends to have square hinges. For Korean furni-

ture the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 0.05 level. Nine out
of 18 Korean pieces with square lock shields had square hinges. This
yields a probability of 0. 5927.

Therefore, Korean furniture with the

square lock shields did not tend to have square hinges.
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Additional Observations

Philp (1974:25) says, "Korean furniture is often mistaken for
Chinese or Japanese, as a consequence of the influence exerted on
Korean history and culture by both China and Japan at various times."

Pai (1975:5), however, says that Korean furniture is quite different
from Chinese or Japanese, and Korean furniture has its own form with
unique techniques and taste. From the additional observations this

study supports Pails point, and it can be concluded that the overall

features of Korean furniture are different from Chinese at least in
wardrobes, cabinets, and chests which were covered in this study.
In general, the following outstanding characteristics were found:
(1) Even though both Chinese and Korean furniture were simple and

straight in structure, Chinese furniture was simpler. Whereas
Chinese furniture had a plain structure, usually a piece of Korean

wardrobe or cabinet consisted of several stories, and the front was
symmetrically divided into many rectangular panels and drawers.
(2) For both Chinese and Korean furniture, wood grains served
important decorative elements; but the wood grains on Korean furni-

ture were more distinct and arranged more variedly. To make the
wood grains more outstanding, Koreans sometimes scorched and
brushed the wood (Choi and Chung 1974:135, 137). Usually, on a

piece of Korean furniture the designs of wood grains were
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symmetrically arranged; vertical and horizontal grains were combined (Figure 21). Thus, wood grains themselves created an abstract

beauty on Korean furniture. On Chinese furniture, however, the
intention of arranging wood grains symmetrically was not noticeable.

(3) For both Chinese and Korean furniture, the metal mounts served
as decorative as well as functional elements. Korean furniture,
however, had more kinds and amounts of metal mounts than Chinese;

the motifs of Korean metal mounts were usually more delicate than
those of Chinese. Whereas Korean furniture had corner, joint, and

middle mounts in addition to hinges, lock shields, and pulls, Chinese

furniture in this study rarely had corner mounts, and had neither
joint nor middle mounts. (4) The majority of Korean furniture had

stretchers under the legs or in place of legs (85.2 percent of the
Korean furniture with legs), but no Chinese furniture in this study had

stretchers. The use of stretchers on Korean furniture seems to
protect the smooth, shiny, oil paper-covered floor of the room from
being marked by furniture legs.
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Figure 21. Korean cabinet showing the designs of wood grains (Choi
and Chung 1974:Plate 16).
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following further studies are suggested.
1.

A study, which has more examples of Chinese chests,

might improve the present study. A total of six Chinese chests seems
not enough for analyzing the size and leg style, but the publications
and museums in this study did not have many examples of Chinese

chests.
2.

A study of the symbolism in the motifs on Korean furniture

would be interesting.

It might be better to include the furniture for

palaces and mansions in addition to the household furniture, because

such furniture usually has more surface decorations. The subjects
would be engraved and open-cut designs on metal mounts, mother -of-

pearl designs, and other surface designs.
3.

A comparative study on Chinese k'ang tables and Korean

altar tables might be possible. Examples of similar types were
found during this study.
4.

A comparative study on Chinese and Korean furniture

according to date would show the origin and the flow of influence of

some characteristics. It is also recommended that Japanese furniture be included, since Japan is a neighboring country in the same
cultural sphere. This further study might have some limitations at
present, because of the difficulty in dating Chinese furniture.
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5.

A systematic study of the engraving on Chinese furniture

might help to date the pieces. Philp (1974:25) says, "the style of

engraving is often the best clue to dating these timeless pieces. Gen-

erally speaking, the more ornate the engraving, the more recent the
article. " But he does not give full information.
6.

The study of metal mounts could be continued on English and

Spanish furniture. Such furniture also has metal mounts as surface
decorations. The findings of this thesis might serve as a basis of

comparison for the future study.
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APPENDIX A

Addresses of the Antique Shops Visited

Adele's 229 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94301
China Gate Antiques--1024 S. W. Alder
Portland, Oregon 97205
Dynasty Antiques --1354 N. Main Street
Walnut Creek, California 94596
Elena' s--646-A Santa Cruz Avenue
Menlo Park, California 94025

Far East--1606 N. Main
Walnut Creek, California
The Oriental Carpet--526 University Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94301
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APPENDIX B

Work Sheet

SOURCE

Wardrobe

KIND OF

Cabinet

Chest

FURNITURE

COUNTRY

China

Korea

I
Straight

STYLE OF

Horse's Hoof

Cabriole

Others

None

LEG

Kind of
Motif

Geometric
1

2

Conventional
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

0 Hinge

a
''E-

hill

-,1

Lock

Shield
Others

Height

DIMENSIONS

Width

(cm)
Additional
Observations

1.

2,

C-curve
circle

3. square
4. bat
5. butterfly

6. cloud
7. flower
8. leaf
9. pair-of-fishes
10. swallowtail
11. vase

Depth

Others

